
Bottle:  $30.00 
Glass:  $7.50  

Shut the Gate 
Rosie’s Patch Riesling

Made from cool altitude 
Watervale fruit from healthy 

mature vines grown on rich 
loam soils over limestone.  The 

wine has scented orange 
blossoms and intense rose 

petals on the nose followed by a 
purity of lemon/lime flavours on 

the palate.  

A refreshingly dry tipple ideally 
served with a tropical sunset. The 
nose is full of cherries and 
strawberries which carry through 
to the palate along with Turkish 
delight flavours finishing dry, 
clean and crisp. 

Shut the Gate 
Fur Elise Rose 

Bottle:  $30.00 
Glass:  $7.50  

Shut The Gate Wines is the latest wine
adventure fromthe Clare Valley’s Rasa Fabian
and Richard Woods. Their new wine reflects 
their passion for targetingsmall parcels of 

individual vineyard fruit that display 
expressive and unique flavour profiles. The 

portfolio while Clare Valley centric also
features “gypsywines” from emerging

premium regions.

This new range highlights the purity of the 
famous Clare Valley Rieslings alongside the 
elegance and power of Clare Valley Shiraz. 
Shut The Gate Wines are full of character, 

flavour and curiosity.

Bottle:  $30.00
Glass:  $7.50

Take Away:  $18.50

Shut the Gate 
Rosie’s Patch Riesling

Made from cool altitude 
Watervale fruit from healthy

mature vines grown on rich
loam soils over limestone. The 

wine has scented orange 
blossoms and intense rose 

petals on the nose followed by a 
purity of lemon/lime flavours on

the palate.

A refreshingly dry tipple ideally 
served witha tropical sunset.The
nose is full ofcherries and
strawberries which carry through
tothe palate along withTurkish
delight flavours finishing dry, 
clean and crisp.

Shut the Gate
Fur Elise Rose

Bottle:  $30.00
Glass:  $7.50

Take Away:  $18.50

Shut The Gate Wines is the latest wine 
adventure from the Clare Valley’s Rasa Fabian 
and Richard Woods. Their new wine reflects 
their passion for targeting small parcels of 

individual vineyard fruit that display 
expressive and unique flavour profiles. The 

portfolio while Clare Valley centric also 
features “gypsy wines” from emerging 

premium regions. 

This new range highlights the purity of the 
famous Clare Valley Rieslings alongside the 
elegance and power of Clare Valley Shiraz. 
Shut The Gate Wines are full of character, 

flavour and curiosity. 


